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Abstract8

The article proposes an algorithm for determining phase-to-phase fault of branched electrical9

networks power lines with 6-10 kV voltage. A feature of the algorithm is the application of the10

calculation theory of the emergency modes, taking into account the impact of network load11

and transient resistance in phase-to-phase faults.12

13

Index terms— distribution network, phase-to-phase fault, the parameters of the emergency mode, the14
determination of fault location, transient resistance.15

1 I. INTRODUCTION16

igh rates of power grids development while reducing the specific numbers of operating personnel require the17
accelerated introduction of automation, including the fault location devices (FLD) on transmission lines (TL).18

A variety of types and nature of faults and conditions of the power grid does not allow to obtain any universal19
algorithm for FLD.20

According to this, a review of existing techniques for phase-to-phase faults and short circuits on the ground21
is reduced to the determination of section of the phase circuit by the use of sensors (indicators) of current,22
established, usually in areas of lines branching. The circuit rectification is conducted through the line bypassing23
by operation mobile team. Implementation of the methodology requires a serious financial investment (the cost of24
the project is proportional to the number of indicators of current), the organization of information transmission25
over a wireless communication channel [1][2][3]. Consequently, such indicators can be only ”defining” points for26
the bypass route of the line.27

interphase short circuit [4] ??5][6] ??7]. There are FLD techniques and algorithms for a double ground circuit28
in electrical medium voltage networks with isolated neutral that are presented in works [8][9][10][11][12], novelty29
of these lies in the special scheme of resistance control devices connection at which the calculated emergency30
mode resistance is proportional to the distances to the locations of ground circuits.31

FLD phase-to-phase faults are realized as oneway or two-way measurement fault quantities (FQ). Usually, by32
the calculation of short circuit loop resistance using symmetrical components of voltage and current of the line33
[2,[13][14][15]. This method is successfully applied in high voltage transmission lines that do not have branches.34
However, in the branched medium voltage networks accuracy of the method decreases due to the effect of load35
mode on branches of the network and the value of the transition resistance at the fault site.36

The use of FLD devices based on the wave method requires special fault detection system configuration, and37
special high frequency joining devices line processing [16][17][18].38
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2 II. ALGORITHM PROPOSED FOR SOLVING THE PROB-39

LEM40

Modern methods of FLD on FQ imply assumptions that distort the results of calculation of the distance to the41
fault site. Such assumptions include the elimination of the influence of the load current or transition resistance42
in the place of short circuit [19]. Improving methods of FLD in FQ will reduce the error.43

The algorithm is designed for determining distance to phase-to-phase short circuit (SC) of a complex44
configuration network with regard to the influence of the network load resistance and the transition resistance in45
the place of short circuit, indicating the damaged portion of the network.46

To identify compensation algorithms, the network load and the resistance of the transition FQ has to be47
calculated on example of tri-end electric network with voltage of 10 kV (Fig. 1) and its equivalent circuit forward48
(reverse) sequence (Fig. 2) when two-phase short-circuit on the OL2 site (point K2).49

3 H50

Review of existing methods of FLD for more complex types of ground circuit (e.g. double ground circuit) does51
not give a clear idea of the accuracy of the distance calculations. As a rule, existing devices of the FLD determine52
only the fact of appearance of a double ground circuit, without specifying the characteristics of the fault (on the53
same or on different lines) and not indicating distances to points of damage. Thus, depending on the nature of54
a double ground circuit, the damage is defined as ground circuit determination or55
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where Zkz -impedance of the emergency mode defined by the phase-to-phase voltage with respect to the59
difference of currents of two phases (the classic circuit for measuring on resistance responsive to phase-tophase60
damage [20][21]); Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 -impedance sections of transmission line; Z n1 , Z n2 -impedance of load of the61
consumers (including the resistance of the transformers TA); R p is the contact resistance at the injury site.62

In the expression (1) unknown quantity is the resistance Z 21 , the inductive resistance of which is by way of63
transformation will be determined by a polynomial of 3rd degree:0 3 21 3 2 21 2 21 1 0 = + + + x C x C x C C64
. (2)65

Desired resistance x21 is obtained by discarding the imaginary roots of the equation, it will be proportional66
to the distance to fault on the section OL2:? 21 res L x x = ,(3)67

where Xres-resistivity direct sequence transmission lines.68
Verification of the proposed FLD algorithm was conducted in the MatLab Simulink software package, in which69

the simulated circuit, shown in Fig. 1. has the parameters of the transmission line OL1-OL3: Gud = 0.33 ?/km70
HUD = 0.37 Ohm/km; load: ?P1 = 4000 kVA, ?P2 = 1600 kVA, cos? = 0,6. Point two-phase short- According to71
the equivalent circuit of the network in emergency mode (Fig. 2) full resistance Z kz will be defined as: Current72
and voltage oscillograms analysis in emergency mode showed the following results: the short-circuit current was73
0.9 kA, the voltage across the tyre supply substation is 9.2 kV.74

Distance to the fault by the formula (1-3) was identified as 10.8 km after the tap off, which is a 4% error of75
the FLD calculations.76

Network damaged section identification is carried out by criterion of decrease in active power load as a result77
of changes in the parameters of network mode. So, in the event of short-circuit on the OL2 phase active power of78
the loads P1 into the joining was reduced to 1648 kW, and the load P2 to 1,077 kWh. Thus, the most profound79
reduction of active power on the load P1 indicates the damaged area OL2. Commited changes of output can be80
produced with the help of the analysis of electric energy digital meters indicators.81

An additional criterion that allows to identify the damaged tap is the negative sequence voltage monitoring.82
The damaged consumer phase voltage negative sequence will be higher compared to consumers in the undamaged83
sections of the network [12].84

Let’s compare the results of FLD calculations with other techniques used in practice by the formula (1)(2)(3).85
So, the built-in function of the FLD waveform analysis in the Fast View program ??22] indicates the 16.8 km86
(the error is 16%) distance to the fault site. In addition, this technique does not give information about the site87
location of the point KZ.88

The closest solution to the designed algorithm is a patent solution [23]. The calculation using the presented89
technique indicated distance to a fault 13.9 km from the beginning of the tap off, the error is about 20%.90

Thus, the distribution networks of medium voltage FLD algorithm was determined, based on the control FQ,91
which differs from other methods of FLD that perform calculating the distance to fault when considering a tree92
topology network, as well as the transient resistance of the fault.93

A series of model studies show the magnitude effect of the load power and the values of the transition resistance94
at the fault site on the accuracy of the FLD process in the proposed method according to calculations by the95
formulas (1-3). Calculation error results are illustrated in figure (Fig. 3), which shows that at the maximum96
power load of the consumers is 8 MVA and the transition resistance of 25 ?, the FLD error does not exceed97
9%, which is lower compared to other techniques used in practice. Calculation of the FQ on example of the98
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same electric network with voltage of 10 kV (Fig. 1) in the twophase short-circuit in the K1 at the site OL199
(distance to fault 5 km, the contact resistance is 20 Ohms). An equivalent circuit of the direct (reverse) sequence100
in emergency mode shown in Fig. 4. Z Z Z R Z Z Z R Z Z + ? + + ? ? + = , (4)101

Where Z1=Z11+Z12 is the impedance of the main part of the transmission line, Zn is the impedance of102
consumers load (including the resistance of the transformers on TS) and lines defined by the formula:( ) ( ) 2 3103
1 2 2 3 1 2 n n n n n n n Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z jx r Z + + + + ? + = + = .(5)104

Then, the solution of the FLD problem is similar to the first example.105
FLD calculation according to the formulas (1-5) showed the following results: distance to fault was 5.1 km,106

the relative error is 1.6 %.107
Built-in FLD waveform analysis function of Fast View program, and the method of [23] indicates 5.5 km108

distance to the fault site (the error is 10.7%).109
However, the comparing analysis of changes in the active power of the loads P1 and P2 shows a slight divergence110

between them, which is the criterion of damage on the main section of the line. The active power of the loads111
P1 amounted to 1684 kW, and load N2 -929 kW.112

The fault distance calculation according to the presented method in networks with a large number of taps (of113
any configuration) will be similar to the two examples above.114

The fault location algorithm can be realized on the existing microprocessor elements (the terminal), or on a115
separate computing device.116

5 III. CONCLUSION117

The algorithm of determining the distance to a two-phase fault is developed, considering the influence of load118
current and the transition resistance in the place of circuit, the error of which on average 10% lower compared119
to the existing and applied in practice the methods of the FLD.120

In this case, the impedance Z kz will be defined as: Global 1 2
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